FAMILIES SERVED IN KIRYAT MALACHI - 2018
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CLIENT
Single mother
Elderly woman living with 2
mentally-challenged sons. One
of the sons destroyed the home.
Immigrants from Ethiopia.
Elderly woman and 3
grandchildren (one a soldier),
immigrants from Ethiopia
Old woman completely alone,
immigrant from Ethiopia. Does
not speak Hebrew.
Mentally disturbed man, lives
alone
Woman raising a niece like a
daughter, immigrant from
Ethiopia
Single mother suffering from
epilepsy, grown disabled son.
Immigrants from Ethiopia
Couple + 4 children, immigrants
from Ethiopia
Woman living alone

10. Elderly disabled woman living
with a disabled grown son.
Immigrants from Ethiopia.
11. Elderly widow
12. Elderly woman, immigrant from
Ethiopia
13. Orphan brothers, immigrants
from Ethiopia

REPAIRS PERFORMED
Treated mold and painted walls in kitchen
Home was in an extremely challenging condition. Repaired and painted
walls throughout the home. Removed a broken wall between the
kitchen and living room.
Painted part of the home, replaced lighting fixtures.

Unclogged drainage in bathroom. Due to the smell, the woman had
been using the neighbor’s bathroom and sometimes sleeping there. A
plumber had quoted NIS 3000 to unclog the drain but we did it for free.
The home was completely dark – we replaced lighting fixtures.
Painted part of the home. Replaced tiles that were falling from the
walls.
House extremely neglected. Fixed the walls and painted.

Repaired walls, painted the entire home.

Painted entire home, treated kitchen walls for mold, replaced electrical
sockets.
Ceiling was wet from a leak in the neighbor’s apartment. Repaired
ceiling and walls and painted the home.
Dangerous, improvised fuse box; home had daily shorts. Replaced fuse
box. They had not had hot water for 3 weeks. Repaired switch for hot
water heater. Repaired kitchen faucet.
Fixed and painted walls throughout the home
Painted, treated moldy walls in the bathroom
Repaired and painted walls throughout the home, intensive work.
Replaced tiles in the kitchen, replaced lighting fixtures, installed a
lighting fixture in the living room where there was no light. Cleared old
rotted furniture.
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14. Elderly man, immigrant from
Ethiopia, lives with his blind
elderly mother
15. Single mother + 2 children
16. Elderly man from Ethiopia, lives
alone, partially blind
17. Elderly woman, immigrant from
Ethiopia, and grown son

18. Single, mentally- challenged
mother + 3 mentally-challenged
grown children, one with an
“elephant leg”
19. Single mother
20.
21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Replaced the fuse box, repaired faucets in the bathroom and kitchen,
repaired switch for hot water heater
Installed new sink and faucet in the kitchen, repaired walls, painted,
replaced lighting fixtures
Replaced tiles in shower and kitchen. Replaced 6 lighting fixtures.
Treated dark and moldy walls, painted the entire home, replaced
electrical sockets, switches and lighting fixtures. A leak had caused the
tiles in the kitchen to become unattached from the walls; replaced with
new tiles. Replaced electrical sockets and lighting fixtures.
Painted the entire home, treated for mold, replaced shelves, cleared
broken cabinets and sourced a new cabinet.

Replaced lighting fixtures and painted entire apartment, replaced
switch for hot water heater
Couple, immigrants from
Fixed and painted walls, replaced lighting fixtures, electrical sockets
Ethiopia
and plugs
Elderly man living alone
Hoarder, apartment had become a health hazard for the man and for
the other residents of the building. Together with the Sahi youth group,
cleared massive quantities of old clothing, furniture and trash,
disinfected and painted the entire apartment, sourced new furniture
(sofa, bed and breakfront from the Joseph Project), fixed severe
drainage problems and cleaned and disinfected the bathroom. Return
of the man to the apartment was carried out together with Kiryat
Malachi’s social service department.
Couple + 2 children, elderly
Due to leaks in the roof in the winter, the couple could not sleep in
father, immigrants from Ethiopia their bedroom when it rained, and sometimes the children would also
have to sleep in the living room. The leak damaged the electricity in the
kitchen, causing shorts. Tenufa fixed and sealed the leaks from the
porch and the roof, painted the entire home, replaced electrical
sockets and lighting fixtures.
Sick, elderly couple, immigrants Painted entire apartment. Replaced 3 lighting fixtures and an electrical
fro Ethiopia.
socket. Installed handrails in the shower and bathroom. Fixed an open
pipe.
Couple + 4 grown sons,
Replaced 2 lighting fixtures, painted the entire apartment.
immigrants from Ethiopia. Father
is elderly and disabled, one of
the children is a single mother +
2 children
Elderly, sick woman living alone Installed a new water line to the bathroom, opened a blockage in the
central water pipe, painted the water-damaged kitchen and living room
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26. Single mother + 4 children,
Immigrants from Ethiopia
27. Elderly couple with chronic
illnesses, immigrants from
Ethiopia
28. Single mother with epilepsy + 1
son with MS, immigrants from
Ethiopia
29. Elderly couple, immigrants from
Ethiopia
30. Elderly widower, eats at his
daughter’s home

31. Single mother + 5 children
32. Single mother + 3 children.
Husband in jail
33. Single, disabled mother, widow +
2 grown children
34. Couple + 5 children, father has
health issues
35. Couple + 3 children
36. Elderly woman + single-mother +
1 child, immigrants from
Ethiopia
37. Couple + 7, father is stroke
victim.
38. Couple, immigrants from
Ethiopia
39. Elderly couple, immigrants from
Ethiopia
40. Elderly couple, immigrants from
Ethiopia
41. Young brothers with slight
mental disability
42. Disabled couple, husband after
stroke, + 4 children (the oldest is
16)
43. Single mother + 3 children

Painted the entire home, fixed electricity, replaced 3 lighting fixtures,
replaced a faucet in the kitchen and shower accessories in the
bathroom
Painted the entire home, replaced 4 light fixtures, fixed electrical
problems, affixed falling tiles to the bathroom wall, opened clogged
drains
Repaired and painted walls, fixed holes in ceiling caused by previous
workers, removed a wall, replaced switches and lighting fixtures
Replaced sink, painted the shower room, repaired walls throughout the
home. Replaced 2 lighting fixtures and 2 electrical sockets
House in very challenging condition. Painted the entire home, fixed
leaks and pipes that had burst, kitchen had been destroyed. Replaced 4
lighting fixtures, electrical sockets, a switch and 2 faucets. Replaced the
hot water heater.
Neglected, dirty home. Painted entire home.
Painted the home
Painted part of the home, replaced 2 lighting fixtures
Replaced handles for 4 doors, fixed and painted walls, fixed broken
flooring
Fixed electrical problems. Replaced electrical sockets
Painted part of the home, replaced 3 lighting fixtures, 2 switches and 4
electrical sockets
Painted the apartment, fixed a door, replaced 3 lighting fixtures.
Arranged for donation of bed.
Painted shower, replaced lights, fixed electricity and electrical sockets
Painted the apartment, replaced 2 light fixtures and 1 switch
Painted the home, replaced 2 electrical sockets and 3 lighting fixtures
Painted the living room
Painted the entire home. Replaced 3 lighting fixtures and 3 electrical
sockets. Organized food packets.

Walls in very bad condition. Painted part of the home, repaired and
painted walls.
44. Widower, asthmatic with a heart Replaced faucet in kitchen and electrical outlet
condition
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45. Divorced woman + 4 children
immigrants from Ethiopia
46. Widow, lives on welfare
47. Elderly woman, immigrant from
Ethiopia
48. Elderly couple, immigrants from
Ethiopia
49. Elderly couple, immigrants from
Ethiopia. Woman is blind.

Painted hallway, bathroom and bedroom

Repaired shower, painted living room
Repaired 2 rooms, replaced light fixture and 2 electrical sockets,
painted
Painted the shower, kitchen, storeroom and bedroom. Replaced 2
lighting fixtures and an electrical socket
Installed 2 handrails in the bathroom and shower. Repaired a door.
Installed a barrier on the bottom of the shower door against water.
Painted the hallway, fixed electricity and lighting fixture, applied silicon
to the sink, fixed 3 shutters
50. Elderly couple, immigrants from Painted the storeroom, repaired the shower, painted the hallway,
Ethiopia
bedroom and kitchen, installed 2 shelves in the shower
51. Single mother + 8 children – SOS Repaired and painted entire home. Replaced all the cylinders and
call – house is such bad
handles on the doors. Replaced 8 lighting fixtures and all of the
condition that the children were electrical sockets and switches in the home. Cleaned the shower,
going to be evacuated. Mother is bathroom and kitchen.
in alcohol rehab. Grown
daughter returned from Eilat to Before the work, Social Services was not willing to come into the home.
help take care of the children.
Now the family is receiving professional care, and perhaps the children
will not be removed from the home.
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